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ABSTRACT 

In March 2007 the fundamental radiation protection recommendations used world-
widely in nuclear facilities were approved by the ICRP. Implementation of radiation safety 
standards in an NPP is a challenging issue related to all NPP phases from planning a site and 
its design to its decommissioning also because if neglected it could be very difficult if not 
impossible to implement improvement of radiation safety later during operation or 
decommissioning without a substantial cost. The standards are changing with a period of 15 
years which is small regarding a prolonged lifetime of many NPPs and also foreseen lifetime 
of new NPPs, i.e. 60 years. 

The new recommendations are actually an upgrading of the ICRP 60. Among other 
changes new sets of wR and wT are given, as well as an update of around 50 different values 
related to doses. Two new concepts are also tackled i.e. terrorist attacks and protection of the 
environment. 

 The influence of the new recommendations on the radiation safety of NPPs can be 
analysed by a selection of four renewed or new concepts: types of exposure situation, dose 
constraints, source-related approach and safety and security. Their implementation could lead 
to upgrading the radiation safety of future or existing NPPs as well as of decommissioning 
processes. Some of the concepts were already extensively and successfully used by designers 
of modifications or of new NPPs, as well as by operators. 

1 INTRODUCTION  

The NPPs are designed, operated and decommissioned using different standards which 
applied either for specific physical components, complex systems or for organisational 
systems of a plant. Some of these standards could be related only to very specific operation 
e.g. packaging of radioactive waste. They can be prescribed by the legislation or by a license. 
Furthermore an operator can prescribe additional standards in its internal documentation. The 
standards could be published by national or international organisations e.g. IAEA, expert 
groups, producers of equipment etc. They can also be in a form of guidelines or 
recommendations. 

Ones of the worldwide recommendations which are used in a field of radiation safety 
are published by the International Commission for Radiation Protection (ICRP). Countries 
apply these recommendations differently. As a consequence also the implementation of the 
ICRP recommendations in NPPs are not used uniformly. In addition, the ICRP 
recommendations are updated periodically as other standards. As a result the implementation 
of updated standards in different NPPs is also different. For example the European 
Commission (EC) put the ICRP recommendations published in 1991 in the set of directives, 
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e.g. 96/29/EURATOM, while on contrary the NRC in the 10 CFR Part 20 did not fully accept 
the mentioned ICRP recommendations [1] 

 In 2007 new ICRP recommendations are under way. They could impact the radiation 
safety of all users of ionising radiation including nuclear industry. Radiation safety aspects 
require a comprehensive study as well as a careful implementation not only during NPP 
operation, but also in all other lifetime phases, namely: planning a site, design, design 
modification, extension of a lifetime and decommissioning. If radiation safety requirements 
are neglected or unsuitably incorporated in any project related to the above mentioned phases 
(e.g. design of fuel handling equipment), it could be very difficult, if not impossible, to 
implement improvement of radiation safety later at a site without a substantial cost. 

2 OVERVIEW OF THE ICRP ACTIVITIES  

Very short after a discovery of radioactivity at the end of the nineteenth century a wide 
use of ionising radiation took place. In parallel also the increase of knowledge of associated 
risks to human health when using ionising radiation emerged. As a result the ICRP was 
established in 1928 in order “to advance for the public benefit the science of radiological 
protection, in particular by providing recommendations and guidance on all aspects of 
protection against ionising radiation” as stated by the ICRP [2]. 

Till today the ICRP published more than 100 publications related to radiation safety, 
some of them replacing their predecessors. These publications follow the hierarchical order, 
among them the basic recommendations are published periodically with a period of about 15 
years. They are founded on new scientific evidences related to a risk which is posed by using 
ionising radiation. In this respect they are also very valuable documents showing the 
development of the radiation safety knowledge. For example the first occupational dose limits 
were set in 1928 while the dose limits for a population were set in 1956. Furthermore, the 
occupational dose limit of around 3 mSv per week was set in 1951 for LET radiation while at 
present an annual dose limit of 20 mSv is widely applied in the European Union (EU). Last 
fundamental publication, namely Recommendations of the International Commission on 
Radiological Protection (ICRP 60) was published in 1991 [3]. This publication is also a base 
of the basic directive of the EC related to radiation safety given in [4] as well as of the IAEA 
safety standards [5]. The other ICRP documents of the ICRP are also widely used e.g. in 
planning a design of long lived radioactive solid waste disposal facility [6] or in assessing the 
dose to a representative person [7].  

The implementation of the recommendations of the ICRP into practice is usually a few 
steps process. It can be estimated that the period from publishing the recommendations to 
preparing directive in the EU span over around five years. It takes another five years before 
the national legislation is prepared and implemented. The above mentioned time intervals are 
relatively small regarding a prolonged lifetime of many NPPs and also foreseen lifetime of 
new NPPs, i.e. 60 years. Furthermore they are comparable to the typical period required to 
build a new NPP.  

3 NEW ICRP RECOMMENDATIONS AND AN NPP 

In March 2007 the ICRP approved a new set of fundamental recommendations (2007 
Recommendations) which would replace the ICRP 60. They were prepared after few years of 
extensive world–wide drafting process including many stakeholders. The 2007 
Recommendations like their predecessors take into account new scientific evidences as well as 
new biological and physical data. Furthermore, they try to simplify and consolidate present 
recommendations. No major changes in radiation safety are proposed although they include 
some new concepts which were not elaborated in the ICRP 60. Three milestones of the 
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radiation protection, namely justification, optimisation and the concept of dose limits, still 
remain as set before.  

Among other changes the changes introduced in the 2007 Recommendations are related 
also to radiation weighting factors (wR) and tissues weighting factors (wT).  
a) The wR for neutrons are not given numerically but described by a continuous function of 

neutron energy with the highest value of around 20 at approximately 1 MeV. Also a new 
value for wR for protons and charged pions is recommended, namely a value of 2. In the 
ICRP 60 the wR for proton is higher, namely 5. The wR for pions is not given explicitly in 
the ICRP 60.  It was demonstrated later that they can contribute to exposures, e.g. in 
aircraft. 

b) The renewed wT are given, among them a substantial change is an increase of the value for 
2.4 for breast, namely from 0.05 to 0.12. In addition, a decrease of wT for gonads is 
proposed, namely from 0.20 to 0.08.  

The radiation safety in the 2007 Recommendations is still focused on three areas namely 
safety of workers, patients together with safety of other people during medical exposure of a 
patient and public. But in addition to these areas the concept of protection the environment is 
also elaborated. Radiation protection criteria in the ICRP 60 and related ICRP publications 
which contain around 50 different dose values are renewed although only minor changes are 
recommended regarding the ICRP 60. Not all above mentioned changes could influence 
radiations safety of an NPP in all its life phases. Especially no huge changes would be present 
in NPPs which already applied ICRP 60.  

The influence of the 2007 Recommendations on the radiation safety of NPPs can be 
studied by selection of four renewed or new concepts: types of exposure situation, dose 
constraints, source - related approach and safety and security.  
 
3.1 Types of exposure situations 

Three new types of exposure situation are defined namely planned exposure, emergency 
exposure and existing exposure situation. This systematic approach could help an operator as 
well as regulatory authorities to use harmonised methodology once an exposure could be 
classified in one of three types. In the foreseen lack of knowledge related to nuclear industry 
this approach could help to set priorities and to efficiently use human resources.  

In addition to dose limits which are already widely used a broadened concept of 
reference levels is given in the 2007 Recommendations. The exposures above reference levels 
should be restricted with the ambition to lower them. Table 1 shows all three types of 
exposure and related dose levels which could be regarded as one of tools in order to control 
exposures. Especially the harmonised approach of operators and regulatory authorities to 
doses related to existing situation at older NPPs or during decommissioning of nuclear 
facilities could be beneficial. 

Table 1: Relation between type of exposure and dose levels to control it 

 Type of exposure Dose levels 
Planned Dose constraints 

Dose limits 
Emergency Reference levels 

 
Characterisation of  
an exposure 

  Existing Reference levels 
 

a. Planned exposures 
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The exposures which occur in normal operation of an NPP are actually planned 
exposures. The 2007 Recommendations define planned exposures as exposures which are 
anticipated to occur, e.g. an exposure during refuelling a plant, as well as potential exposures 
which are not anticipated to occur during normal operational procedures. Potential exposures 
are a result of different scenarios e.g. a malicious intent. As stated by the ICRP the dose 
criteria as design basis of accidents prevention and mitigation must be prescribed by the 
regulatory agency for selected potential exposure scenarios.  

A fundamental role in the control of exposure is a design of a source term related to a 
specific system of a plant. A role of a design of a plant and design targets for operational 
states, decommissioning accidents are described in details is [8]. The design features during 
operational states and decommissioning are given systematically in relation to safety of site 
personnel as well as to safety of a population. Teams of contemporary NPP designers use 
radiation design targets as a driving force. For example a design target of an annual collective 
dose at a new EPR in Olkiluoto 3 is 0.4 man Sv [9] and it is only 60 percent of the US INPO 
goal for 2005 and only 0.52 percent of the PWR average annual dose reported for 2005 by the 
ISOE system [10, 11]. A list of design aspects includes appropriate layout, construction of a 
specific component, radiation safety during component maintenance, inspection and testing, 
decommissioning, accident prevention, countermeasures, decontamination, permanent 
shielding, permanent lifts, remote control, material selection. The holistic approach to 
planned exposure requires to include aspects of many stakeholders in a design phase e.g. 
designers, constructors, providers, operators, technical support organisations, waste 
management organisations, transporters, authorities, physical protection organisations, 
decommissioning organisations. 

In addition, the design of modifications in an operational NPP should also include 
design targets in order to efficiently control planned exposures. An overview of implemented 
design provisions and measures in operational EPRs is for example given in [12]. In addition, 
one of the most documented event which is related to operational PWR NPPs is the 
replacement of the steam generators showing a huge decrease of the collective dose related to 
this job in around one decade, namely for a factor of more than 7 [13]. Some data are also 
already available regarding reactor head replacement showing that a collective dose at the 
Davis Besse NPP was 0.41 man Sv and only 0.27 man Sv at North Anna Unit 1 NPP [14].  

Mechanisms to efficiently control planned exposure once a source term is set include 
well defined authorisation procedures, identification of stakeholders, well prepared 
documentation, setting ALARA committee and ALARA engineering group. The planned 
exposure situations are controlled by using dose constraints as well as dose limits. 

 
b. Emergency exposures 
 
According to the 2007 Recommendations the emergency exposures are related to urgent 

actions in order to reduce undesirable consequences. They are always a result of an 
unexpected scenario. The primary cause of the scenarios could be the same as for planned 
exposures e.g. a malevolent intent, but further development of a scenario is not planned. 
Certain level of flexibility of all stakeholders is required in order to cope with emergency 
exposures. A terrorist threat which is one of a challenge of contemporary word initialised 
already a huge effort of international organisations and other stakeholders. As a result 
numerous publications were published related to safety and security including sabotage in an 
NPP [15] in order to control emergency exposure situation.  

The emergency exposure situations are controlled by using reference levels. Few 
differences regarding the ICRP 60 intervention levels are proposed by the ICRP for example a 
use a reference level of around 50 mSv in one week for permanent relocation instead of an 
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interval 50 – 500 mSv in one week as stated by the ICRP 60 and subsequent publications. 
Implementation of the 2007 Recommendations in a plant would require applications of 
renewed reference levels in its emergency procedures. 

 
c. Existing exposures 
 
The existing exposure is an exposure identified at certain well defined time by an 

operator, regulatory authority or any other stakeholder (e.g. qualified expert, TSO) realising 
that an exposure which already exists should be a subject of a control. Existing exposures are 
very well documented in relation to radioactive residues, NORM or natural radiation. They 
are less documented in relation to nuclear facilities. A control over existing exposures was 
neglected in the past either because safety standards were different or no knowledge related to  
the existence of such exposures was present. For example the exposure during treatment of a 
part of radioactive waste could become an existing exposure if standards or legislation are 
changed. These types of situations could be also accompanied by not well defined 
stakeholders. In addition, a careful study of future use of installations involved should be 
study if existing exposure is related to radioactive waste. According to the 2007 
Recommendations the existing exposure situations are controlled by using reference levels 
and not by using dose constraints and dose limits. The ICRP recommends that the reference 
levels for existing exposure situations should be in the 1 to 20 mSv band for annual projected 
dose. As stated by the ICRP the result of optimisation process will be reflected to the 
evolution of the distribution of individual doses. Regarding nuclear industry this type of 
exposure would be identified especially in installations where the ICRP 60 is not fully 
applied. 
 
3.2 Dose constraints  

A dose constraint is a prospective restriction on the individual dose and is related to a 
specific source in planned situations in facilities including an NPP. The constraints and not a 
dose limit represent a basic level of protection. Acceptable level of a dose should always be 
below the constraint. Due to the facts that no specific data are available for exposures related 
to specific sources and jobs in a plant or such data are very rare and contains great 
uncertainties [16] posing a dose constraint is a challenge for radiation safety manager of a 
plant. No comparison of specific dose constraints for typical high dose jobs in PWRs 
identified in [17] is available although s list contains 30 specific jobs in a plant. A lack of data 
is related to the lack of on line monitoring system in NPPs, which could facilitate tracking 
doses during specific jobs and which are related to a specific source. The ICRP recognised in 
the 2007 Recommendations a problem of posing adequate dose constraints and a correct 
action if an individual dose is above a dose constraint. The 2007 Recommendations propose a 
use of dose bands. 

Constraints could be uses as “performance indicators” for the assessment of radiation 
safety including optimisation process related to a specific job. A figure 1 taken from [18] 
shows a relation between dose constraint and dose limit for two typical activities, namely 
industrial radiography and waste management of an NPP. The result of the optimisation 
process required is different for both practices. Bold arrows represent the optimisation process 
which is between the lower limit of a band and the dose constraint for a specific practice. In 
an NPP a situation could be complex if in addition to performing industrial radiography a 
worker is exposed to an additional source.  
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Dose limit (20 mSv)

Dose 

Dose constraint 
(industrial radiography) 

Figure 1: Relation of a specific dose constraints and dose limits for two specific jobs  

 
3.3 Source-related approach 

In order to avoid any ambiguity in controlling exposure which is related to a specific 
source a new concept namely a source-related approach is introduced in the 2007 
Recommendations. An operator of any source could actually efficiently control only a dose 
related to his source. For example a worker handling fresh nuclear fuel can efficiently control 
only exposures due to this source also in cases when total occupational exposure of workers is 
related to other sources. Table 2 shows the difference between source-related approach 
concept and dose constraint concept. 

Table 2: Concepts of source related- exposure and dose constraint  

Concept Focus 
Source-related approach Specific source 

Dose constraint Individual dose 
 

In an PWR NPP the main sources are reactor core, reactor vessel, reactor coolant 
system, fluid moderator system, waste treatment systems, irradiated fuel, decontamination 
facilities and sealed sources used for example for non-destructive testing. The exposure from 
combination of these sources could appear during a working day of a worker leading to more 
complicated dose analysis. The activities of workers are also strongly interrelated. Applying 
source-related approach a clear relation between source terms and exposures should be set 
up. Understanding this relation could further lead to optimised safety.  

A use of source-related approach could help radiation safety managers to upgrade a 
control of exposure to workers and public by deep understanding of design, construction and 
details of components and systems of an NPP, radioisotopes and their behaviour in systems. 
Some refined software (e.g. Visiplan) as tools for radiation safety was already developed. An 
illustrative example is given in [19] whose authors studied eradication of “hot spots” in EDF 
NPPs which appeared without any prior indications at ten NPPs. They caused 15 – 25 % of 
collective dose and unexpectedly affected specialists e.g. pipe fitters.  

The use of successful source–related approach was already demonstrated by analysing 
exposure data from EPRs in France and Germany and modifications of components in 
relation to source terms for example Co-60 corrosion product source term, implementation of 

Lower limit of a band of projected dose (1 mSv)

   Dose constraint 
    (waste management in an NPP)  

Background
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screen mesh of 45 µm in a purification system etc. [12]. In this respect the source–related 
approach proposed by the ICRP was already implemented by many NPPs. 

 
3.4 Terrorism 

While the ICRP 60 was prepared more than a decade ago terrorist threats became 
widely studied subject in that period and a challenge of a contemporary radiation safety [20]. 
The 2007 Recommendations use a wider concept of planned exposure which also includes 
potential exposures. The ICRP explains in details three scenarios related to three types of 
potential exposures, namely accidents where small number of people is involved, accidents 
where large number of people is involved, e.g. malicious events and potential exposure which 
will appear far in a future, e.g. at deep repositories. The safety and security of radioactive 
sources are related to all three scenarios. The 2007 Recommendations fully address this 
subject through applying the document published by the ICRP in 2005 [21]. In this respect the 
operational NPPs should update their analyses related to safety and security of source terms.  

4 CONCLUSIONS  

The 2007 Recommendations which were approved in March 2007 are an evolution of 
the older recommendations i.e. ICRP 60. They do not drastically change basic concepts of 
radiation safety i.e. justification, optimisation, dose limits. Among other changes which can 
influence NPP radiation safety procedures are renewed values of wR and wT which are 
recommended as well as updated reference levels in emergency procedures. In addition, some 
new concepts are tackled among them concepts of protection of the environment and safety 
and security related to terrorist attacks.  

The new concepts would affect designers and operators of NPPs. They are applicable in 
all phases of an NPP including modifications, ageing and decommissioning. Designers, 
constructions, operators as well as regulatory authority could efficiently use four new or 
updated concepts, namely types of exposure situation, dose constraints, source-related 
approach and safety and security in order to efficiently upgrade radiation safety of a plant. 
The concepts are actually an upgrading of the radiation safety which is already used by many 
NPP operators. 
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